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Prologue

This book is a summary of research and reflection about advocacy. I am an
advocacy and communication consultant with an interdisciplinary background
from social sciences (ethnology and cultural anthropology), media studies, and
finally management. My career started in advertisement, passed quickly through
market research to land in communication and advocacy consultancy. Ever
since I started, I was fascinated to what extent communication and engagement
can have a transformative role on the organizations. Not to preach too high,
I would claim that communication and advocacy can positively change the lives
of many. The issues that once where just short news snap-shots somewhere far
away are brought home through digital and traditional media requiring global
action. At the same time communication and advocacy change the organiza-
tions. The companies need to act in a way that responds to the requirements
coming from their stakeholders. This changes the business models and also shifts
the role companies have in the society and broader system.

Influence is the most natural thing people do. We want to have “better deal”
for us, for our families and for those about whom we care. In order to get what
we want, we need to win the argument or convince the others about our points
and to do what we want. We do it all the time and in many circumstances. This
is why advocacy is accompanying us throughout our lives. We advocate for our-
selves, for our families, for organizations that we represent. Paradox being that
oftentimes, we do advocate without knowing that we advocate. Similarly, orga-
nizations and companies need to permanently advocate for themselves in a busy
multi-media and multi-stakeholder environment. Making people care about the
issues important for them and making people support their organizational brand
and activities becomes a sine qua non requirement for an organizational license
to operate. Without license to operate businesses and organizations vanish. So,
we can claim that organizations can’t exist without effective advocacy.

At the same time, the ways of influencing are changing. Social media, virtual
reality, big data analytics � all these new tools and technologies change the
way organizations and individuals communicate with each other. With a
personalization of communication, companies and organizations are more and
more often humanized � they are seen almost as human beings. Corporate citi-
zenship requirements make companies build personalities. The companies
behave, act, and are perceived as individuals. This changes dramatically the
way they see themselves and the way they engage with the external environ-
ments. Organizational engagement is driven by these new requirements and
redefines the role both advocacy and communication play.

This book is a combination of research, theoretical modeling, and personal
experience. It aims to discuss the newest trends in the organizational engagement
from a managerial perspective. There are many books that focus on corporate



communications, and there are several books focusing on the grassroots engage-
ment and campaigning. However, there are very few that look at advocacy from
a holistic perspective. In this book, I claim that advocacy is equally relevant for
non-for-profit and corporate sectors. I try to also sum up the key trends impact-
ing advocacy and define “so what” from an organizational perspective.

I was pretty frustrated by the lack of models for strategy development and
functional management of advocacy during my time as Co-Director of
Executive Certificate in Advocacy � one of the first (if not the first) executive
education training in the field. Strategic models lists of considerations as well as
recommendations included in this book are response to this frustration. They
are developed in a way that favors customization and avoids cookie-cutter
approaches in the implementation. This last point is extremely important from
an advocacy perspective. In management practice, we often suffer from “best
practices” approach. The “best practices” in communication and advocacy are
everywhere. They create a safety net for those who design organizational
engagement strategies. Companies follow the best practices of the previous cam-
paigns in their marketing and influencing approaches. However, the landscape
and stakeholders are changing at a pace that nobody can really keep up with.
Therefore, a past success is no guarantee of future good performance. We do
forget about it far too often and embark at repetitive campaigns that don’t nec-
essarily correspond to the organizational objectives. Moreover, the fact that
something worked well for another organization is no guarantee that it will
work for ours.

Advocacy professionals can be divided into two main groups. The first one
encompasses professionals with business or legal background who see advocacy,
public affairs, and lobbying as the key organizational activities linked closely
with the core business of the organization or company. The second group pre-
sents much more mystical view on advocacy. They want advocacy to be a myste-
rious activity not scrutinized at a corporate level. For them advocacy is almost
like a magic. And magicians are not supposed to report or show how they do
their magic. This attitude unfortunately still shared by many advocacy profes-
sionals destroys its internal perception. Advocacy brings value to the organiza-
tion and those managing advocacy need to stand up and measure and report the
effectiveness of their activities. This will upgrade perception of advocacy to the
level it deserves.

Finally, both communication and advocacy are very often not considered to
the core of the business by the companies and organizations. It is true that advo-
cacy professionals in the global international non-for-profit and international
organizations benefit from a better statute than their corporate counterparts.
But still, in many cases many organizations don’t realize that advocacy might be
their “raison d’être.” Without advocacy they cease to exist. Here we can think
about trade associations. Their job is to represent the interests to their members
and there is no more obvious way than advocacy.

Yet often companies and organizations don’t support these activities with the
sufficient budgets. Enough is to compare the EU lobbying budgets of the multi-
nationals (published in the EU Transparency Register) with their regional or

xviii Prologue



even local marketing budgets. Yet the decisions taken in Brussels that are lob-
bied for or against can define business success or completely destroy a business
model.

I would love this book to become for some a simple (simplistic) guide on how
to design advocacy strategies. I would love to start a discussion on the organiza-
tional positioning of advocacy as a function. At the same time, I would like that
advocacy gains the place it deserves among the executives of the organizations.
In today’s environment many factors impact the business operating environ-
ment. Whether we want it or not many people and organizations have a stake in
the business of virtually any organization and company. Having a compass to
navigate this environment becomes paramount for the future of business. And
as I will claim at the end of this book the landscape is set to change and evolve
further. This evolution both from a social perspective as well as from the per-
spective of the advocacy tools and strategies will elevate an importance to
engage with even broader ranges of audiences and stakeholders.

Creating engagement means bringing people closer to the organization.
While we need to be strategic in both advocacy and communication, we cannot
forget about an emotional component. People and stakeholders alike need to
believe in the values and purpose of the organization in order to support it.
Without this belief the organizations fail to deliver on their promises. As a
result, these organizations fail to obtain their license to operate. Being strategic
about emotions might sound like a dichotomy but is not, and I hope this book
will convince the readers. This dual rational-emotional approach requires
though a transformation of the way we think about the role of organizational
engagement.

Let’s start the journey and make advocacy strategic …

Prologue xix
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Introduction � Why Advocacy? Why Now?

The role of corporate reputation for business results has been analyzed and
described for years (Chun et al., 2005). Many researchers studied the correlation
between a good reputation and financial performance of the companies (e.g.,
Roberts & Dawling, 2002):

Good corporate reputations are critical because of their poten-
tial for value creation, but also because their intangible charac-
ter makes replication by competing firms considerably more
difficult. Existing empirical research confirms that there is a
positive relationship between reputation and financial perfor-
mance. (Roberts & Dawling, 2002)

Focus of certain researchers on reputation studies has helped to elevate the
discourse around corporate reputation to the key concern for communications
and external relations management (Barnett, Lafferty, & Jermier, 2005). The
role of corporate communication and public affairs department within many
companies and organizations is summarized by management of organizational
reputation. At the same time, management of the corporate reputation is one of
the key functions for the marketing department (Balmer & Greyser, 2006). It
also led to commercial success for the organizations that help to manage and
benchmark corporate reputation. The example of the Reputation Institute that
assesses the companies according to their external reputation is the best witness
of this tendency.

The world has changed � this statement can sound trivial and stating the
obvious. And to a certain degree it is true that saying that the world has changed
doesn’t bring much to the discussion. There is no new argument, or unknown fact.
However, it is surprising to see how few of the organizations and companies are
actually embracing the change that the world has undergone and include it in their
communications and external engagement strategies. This change happens at all
levels:

• the way organizations are perceived (externally and internally);
• the way organizations are expected to behave and act (higher expectations

accompanied with a much more humanized view on the organizations); and
• the way organizations communicate and engage (through different tools,

channels, and platforms).



These changes are the direct results of the global trends impacting communi-
cations and influence agenda. For the purpose of this book we selected five
trends that in our view impact the advocacy stakeholder agenda the most.

Trend #1: Low levels of trust � the trust studies show year by year decreasing
levels of trust in the society toward the channels (media), organizations (com-
panies and institutions), and information in general (Edelman Trust
Barometer 2010�2019). This adds a challenge of influencing opinions and
beliefs of those who matter for business as people don’t believe the messages
they see nor the institutions carrying these messages. It also means that tradi-
tional communications model is not effective anymore. Sending messages and
hoping for people to interact doesn’t work. Organizations need to focus less
on information and content they want to promote and more on the engage-
ment with the right stakeholders and influencers. It means creating the new
and direct ways of engagement as well as looking for the stakeholders to
support the messages.
Trend #2: Segmentation of influence � on the one hand, the number of actors
influencing the political and social agenda is increasing. On the other hand,
the stakeholders and influencers that are focused on the precise and concrete
issues can be more influential than the ones with higher scope or reach. This
trend is the most visible in social media. The influencers that are focused on
the niche issues/markets have much higher impact on their target audiences
than the ones with big audiences (Influencer Marketing Hub, 2019). It creates
a real need for the companies to gain an in-depth understanding of their oper-
ating environment and develop engagement strategies that are segmented to
the needs of all types of influencers. It doesn’t mean focusing only on the
micro-influencers. It requires deeper understanding of the landscape and bet-
ter grip on the ripples of influence.
Trend #3: Confirmation bias � people tend to believe more on what reaffirms
their preexisting beliefs (Klayman, 1995; Nickerson, 1998). This is hardly a
new news. There are several definitions of the confirmation bias which in
brief can be described as:

Confirmation bias, as the term is typically used in the psychologi-
cal literature, connotes the seeking or interpreting of evidence in
ways that are partial to existing beliefs, expectations, or a hypoth-
esis in hand. (Nickerson, 1998)

In fact, it is an old psycho-sociological finding that is further accentuated by the
digital media environment (Knobloch-Westerwick, Johnson, & Westerwick,
2015). Indeed, social media users are rarely exposed to the information that
challenges their perception of the status quo and of the world (Knobloch-
Westerwick et al., 2015). More often than not, they see and consume informa-
tion that is confronting them in their vision of the world and in the vision of a
particular issue (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015). Looking at the algorithms
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of social media, the information that we see in the social media feeds is based on
the pages we follow and interactions that we have (Yin et al., 2016). The
advertisement � the best example here is remarketing � meaning targeting
of the messages and advertisements based on our previous visits. The same
tendency can be observed in the way online audiences are created. One of
the most used tools looks at “alike audiences” meaning repeating targeting
toward the individuals who are similar to the ones previously engaging with
the organization. While effective, it can be also limiting in terms of the
scope and future opportunities to engage beyond current circle of interest.
Equally, results in the search engines are based on our previous searches
(Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015). Yet interestingly enough search engines
top the list of the media that are most trusted by the users (Edelman Trust
Barometer, 2019). In fact, it is not in anyone’s business interest to challenge
our views as then we might shift to the other media that are more comfort-
ing and provide the security of affirmation. As a result, we are constantly
reaffirmed in what we already believe in (Nickerson, 1998). This is even
more visible in the case of the “digital natives” � growing up in the environ-
ment in which digital is the primary source of information. The whole
generation is growing up in the environment which is not challenging the
status quo of personal believes.
Trend #4: Changing expectations from stakeholders and consumers � the con-
sumers and stakeholders expect from organizations to be the active actors in
the society (Scheyvens, Banks, & Hughes, 2016). Looking at Trust Barometer
study from Edelman, it is apparent that businesses have a growing license to
position themselves in the broader social context and lead the discourse
beyond their core operations (Edelman Trust Barometer, 2019). At the same
time, the decision-makers (including regulators and legislators) expect compa-
nies to have a position on the broader societal themes such as sustainable
development (Scheyvens et al., 2016). The Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) framework created by UN in dialogue with private sector and non-
for-profit partners created a platform for companies and other actors to work
together addressing world’s pressing issues. At the same time, the SDG
framework created expectations for the stakeholders to address together the
societal issues (Scheyvens et al., 2016). It also provided companies with the
opportunities to move away from defensive approach toward proactive one
(Scheyvens et al., 2016). While there are still questions about operationaliza-
tion of the SDGs and the ways the success of SDG implementation can be
measured; it is clear that they did change the discourse around sustainability
even before they were adopted (Sachs, 2012).
Trend #5: VUCA � volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity are the
words that define today’s operating landscape for organizations and compa-
nies (Breen, 2017). It is important to note and recognize that the change
impacts both companies (commercial entities) and non-for-profit organiza-
tions. The context of VUCA requires much more agility in business models; it
also requires much more flexibility in communications and engagement
(Breen, 2017). It also requires constant challenging of the existing engagement
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and influence models (Mack, Khare, Krämer, & Burgartz, 2015). This needs
to be paired with a constant foresight related to the stakeholder landscape
(Mack et al., 2015). This all means that advocacy is even more important for
the companies and organizations alike. Interestingly, companies oftentimes do
the foresight into the future of their business model and consumers, but rarely
use foresight techniques and methodologies to define their advocacy models.

Based on these trends and a complexity of the environment, advocacy moved
from being considered as an “emerging” discipline into the core strategy of
marketing and corporate communication. It is reflected by a growing number of
professionals having job titles related to “advocacy.” In some cases, this shift is
motivated by a willingness to get away from using the “public affairs” job title
which is associated with a classical lobbying activity. However, in more and
more cases this change reflects a profound shift of priorities within the organiza-
tions. The shift which recognizes that in order to be truly influential, the compa-
nies need to gain support from multiple stakeholders (Scheyvens et al., 2016;
Wood, 2010). And gaining support from the stakeholders requires a concen-
trated effort and building relationships going beyond the “business as usual,” or
current business needs (Scheyvens et al., 2016).

In addition, growing importance attached to sustainability in the corporate
context means that companies and non-for-profit organizations work more
together (Carbonara, Costantino, & Pellegrino, 2014; Chan et al., 2010;
Deaton & Heston, 2010). It goes from punctual cooperation through partnerships
to fully fledged public private partnerships (PPPs). The PPPs can be seen as the
ultimate vehicles of advocacy for multiple stakeholders (Andonova, 2010).
Successful PPPs are built around the common understanding of the interests by
stakeholders coming from the various sectors of activity (Andonova, 2010).

I.1. Changing Communications Landscape
Today, people are confronted with more information that they can process at
every stage of media consumption. Whether it is traditional media or social
media, the information, data, facts, and visuals are everywhere. Frequently, the
information is conflicting. Media make lower distinction between the facts and
commentary (Maigret, 2007). Navigating this landscape is increasingly difficult.
Every single communication channel is getting saturated with facts, data, and
knowledge.

At the same time, due to the multiplication of the channels it is increasingly
difficult to distinguish between the “real” and the “fake.” Ongoing discussions
about the influence of fake news and fake social media on electoral results are a
great example of this trend. The scandal of Cambridge Analytica showcased the
issue in a pinnacle. The fact of illicit usage of data in order to impact the election
results created a buzz all around the world. It can be attributed to a conse-
quence, the trust toward digital information and social media further decreased
(Edelman Trust Barometer, 2019). We also observe a simultaneous decrease in
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trust toward traditional media and institutions. It creates an unprecedented chal-
lenge for companies and organizations to influence their audiences.

The multiplication of data, data sources, and influencers make it even
more difficult for companies and organizations to “cut through the noise.” At
the same time, thanks to social and digital media, they can engage with their
audiences directly. Also, for the first time in history, they don’t have to rely
on media broadcasters and can engage with their audiences directly. This cre-
ated an environment in which organizations need to look holistically at their
landscape in order to engage better. The traditional focus and distinction
between the key customers and key stakeholders are by far not sufficient in
order to influence the agenda and position the company/organization in this
changing landscape. In order to position itself in the landscape, organizations
need to:

• Gain in-depth understanding of the communications channels. Understanding of
the technical features of the channels and audience profiles needs to be paired
with a good grasp of demographics of the audiences one each of the
platforms.

• Identify the key issues that impact the operating environment of the company or
organization. The key issues usually go beyond the traditional and direct con-
cerns that were on the corporate agenda. It means also understanding of the
global issues which can impact a core business of the organization.

• Following from that, there is a need to identify the ones who influence the opi-
nions and beliefs around these both core organizational issues and global ones
impacting them. This goes beyond an understanding of the legislative and
regulatory agenda. In order to do it right, companies need to see who are the
ones shaping the discourse around the global topics of a direct or indirect rele-
vance for business.

• Seek for external partners and organizations that can be impacted by the same
developments in order to build partnerships and coalitions beyond the “usual
suspects.” Managing advocacy campaigns in coalitions brings multiple bene-
fits: it shares the burden of the campaign, it showcases a broader industry
voice and creates unity between various actors impacted by the social, regula-
tory, and legislative developments.

• Communicate with a large group of stakeholders and influencers in order to
shape the landscape and create an enabling environment in which organiza-
tion can position its messages and its interests. These influencers and stake-
holders can ultimately become the advocates of the organization and bring an
external support when needed.

Navigating this complex landscape represents a challenge and opportunity
at the same time. This is why identifying and understanding the agenda of
those who matter becomes paramount for organizational and business suc-
cess. Without this understanding, the organizations continue to broadcast
their messages into the vacuum without being able to identify whether they
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are impactful or not. We claim that this broadcasting model defining the way
communications and public affairs work is redundant and can create adverse
results to the intended ones. For instance, many campaigns focus solely on
raising awareness among target groups. However, raising awareness needs to
be accompanied by a clear call to action � people need to know “what should
they do” with the issues. For instance, several studies have showcased that
pure awareness raising without supporting target audiences with a clear call
to action can lead to the behaviors that are opposite to the desired ones
(Christiano & Neimand, 2017). The study about famous campaign “Dumb
ways to die” launched by Sydney public transport authority showcased that
campaign led to an increase in numbers of suicides in the public transport �
effect opposed to the intended one (Christiano & Neimand, 2017). It hap-
pened because the campaign lacked a good understanding of its target audi-
ences and as an effect created adverse effects to the intended ones
(Christiano & Neimand, 2017).

Too many organizations concentrate on raising awareness
about an issue—such as the danger of eating disorders or loss
of natural habitat—without knowing how to translate that
awareness into action, by getting people to change their behav-
ior or act on their beliefs. It’s time for activists and organiza-
tions to adopt a more strategic approach to public interest
communications. (Christiano & Neimand, 2017)

Too often, companies and organizations focus solely on what they want to
convey or achieve. The needs of their audiences are frequently forgotten (as is
the need to identify who those audiences are). As a result, multiple companies
and organizations fall into the trap of over-communicating or communicating
missing the target (Christiano & Neimand, 2017). They multiply the channels
and messages without any real focus. And focus is essential to engaging with
those who matter the most and ultimately driving lasting change (Christiano &
Neimand, 2017).

I.1.1. Place of Communications in the Corporate Strategic Management

Corporate communications department traditionally focused on managing the
channels used by organization to interact with external world (Cornelissen,
2011; White, 1994). These included owned channels such as website and earned
channels (e.g., traditional media reached through media relations activities). The
role of the communications department has evolved with the rise of social media
channels (Bochenek & Blili, 2013). The new channels created an opportunity for
communication professionals to become the drivers of engagement with the new
audiences. Communication professionals claimed internal ownership of the
social media engagement (Bochenek & Blili, 2013). Indeed, social media com-
bine all media functions in one (Bochenek & Blili, 2013). It includes earned,
owned, and paid aspects. As a result, the role of communications departments in
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organizations where this department was responsible to manage social media
engagement was elevated and entered the territory traditionally reserved for
marketing professionals (Bochenek & Blili, 2013). However, with a rise of paid
engagement in the social media platforms, the landscape changed again. It is
now more and more frequent that social media and digital engagement are
driven from the marketing side of business.

At the same time, the role of external relations and public affairs in compa-
nies is further strengthened. The role of consumers in the public policy processes
has been studied for over 40 years (Ferrell & Krugman, 1978). Multiplication of
the stakeholders and their agendas requires from companies to have a more
holistic approach to their public affairs activities. Also, the influence techniques
evolve from a traditional lobbying to more sophisticated engagement strategies
requiring both political communication and campaigning. Consequently, the
role of public affairs professionals is more and more focused on building lasting
relationships as opposed to gaining access to the decision-makers (Zetter, 2014).
Thought leadership and content strategies are rising to become the key tools
used in the public affairs activities.

The evolution of the role of communications department within companies is
heavily dependent on an organizational learning of the company (Bochenek &
Blili, 2013). In an article published in 2013, we proposed a model that looked at
the different level of integration of corporate communication department
depending on the learning level of organization. It led to the development of five
archetypes for organizational models of corporate communication management
(Bochenek & Blili, 2013). These were put in the context of three loops of learn-
ing: tactical, strategic, and network. Using organizational learning theory was
very useful to describe the changes and challenges faced by corporate communi-
cation function (Bochenek & Blili, 2013). One of the main conclusions of this
study was that the internal position and influence of the corporate communica-
tion department depends on the sensitivity of the industry to crisis and focus put
into measurement and evaluation of the communications activities (Bochenek &
Blili, 2013).

This trend evolved further with the changes and developments of the stake-
holder landscape. The role of communications becomes increasingly focused
on managing change for organizations (Mazzei, 2014). This requires new
types of skills and competencies from the communications professionals
(Cornelissen, 2013). In addition, it also redefines the place that corporate
communications department has within the organizational structure (Mazzei,
2014). In several cases, it leads to the change of the name of the department in
order to include the variety of the functions it has within the organization. It
is more and more often seen that the head of corporate communications
department reporting directly to the CEO of the company and/or sitting in a
management board. Gravity center of the communications department is
depending on the leadership view of communications (Communication
Monitor, 2018).
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The questions on leadership and organizational culture in the
ECM 2018 draw out some interesting findings. For example,
although 76.5 per cent of the respondents state that the top leader
in their organization understands the value of communication,
only 57.8 per cent confirm the same for other leaders like those of
most work units. At the same time, about 20 per cent of the com-
munication leaders in the organizations surveyed are said to lack
leadership excellence. (Communication Monitor, 2018)

I.2. The Art and Craft of Influence
It is increasingly difficult to identify who influences whom in the international
socioeconomic context. The traditional distinctions between stakeholders,
decision-makers and consumers are less and less relevant with all groups con-
stantly interchanging. In the recent years, often non-traditional actors have had
stronger leverage on decision-making than well-established institutional ones
(Hall & Biersteker, 2002). There is a similar tendency when looking at the legal
operating context. The so-called soft laws (including standards, rankings, and
industry-driven frameworks) have more impact on businesses than traditional
laws and regulations (Abbott & Snidal, 2000). Soft laws become also an area for
lobbying and advocacy. Self-regulation is often used by the industries to mitigate
the risks related to industry regulation (Gunningham & Rees, 1997). Indeed,
companies might benefit from self-regulation in order to avoid being subject to a
regulation/legislation, which could have higher impact on their business model
for instance (Gunningham & Rees, 1997). In consequence, often time proactive
advocacy approaches (like self-regulations such as creation of industry code of
conducts, industry rankings, etc.) become more effective for the companies than
the defensive ones (fighting with the regulation or legislation) (Zetter, 2014).

Traditionally, influencing strategies were executed on behalf of companies
and industries by lobbyists and public affairs professionals (Zetter, 2014).
Simplistically speaking the most important asset of a good lobbyist was his/her
list of people on speed dial in their phone. Lobbying was traditionally about
“who does the lobbying professional know.” Nowadays, the access is less of an
issue. Many country and international legislations require decision-makers to
consult the constituencies before processing the laws and regulations (Zetter,
2014). Therefore, the challenge is what to do with the access. In the context
where meeting regulators and legislators become a right � it means also that
more influence groups gain this access. The legislators and regulators are con-
fronted with even more data, positions, and lobbyists. As a result, in order to be
effective, the lobbyists and advocates need to come with a clear value proposi-
tion for the stakeholders (Zetter, 2018). This value proposition needs to have a
cohesive character and showcase consideration toward all the parties impacted
by an issue.

Meanwhile, decision-making processes are influenced by a multitude of
actors, so it is impossible to know “everyone that matters” in any given subject.
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